Summer Intern

Susquehanna International Group, LLP (SIG) is a sophisticated and influential financial services firm, active on most of the world’s major securities and derivatives exchanges. Since our inception in 1987, we have applied our own financial resources, internal technology, and proven strategies to capture profitable trading opportunities and identify investment opportunities worldwide. The SIG name is highly regarded in the securities industry; our competitors and customers alike view us as a premier financial services organization.

SIG’s employees are the reason for this exceptional reputation. Our strategy for growing our business has always involved hiring talented individuals and teaching them our approach to decision making under uncertainty. The summer internship program and the selection of its participants, therefore, have served as integral components in SIG’s expansion.

Intern’s Role
The eleven-week internship program places summer hires directly into departments, allowing them to work on essential functions with team members and mentors, while introducing them to SIG’s formal education and unique culture.

SIG’s Educational Program
Education serves as SIG’s cornerstone. Formalized in the development programs and supplemented throughout employees’ tenure in the form of internal lecture series and external conferences, the continual opportunities for progress and education beget our high retention. In the internship program, the education assumes both a practical and theoretical component to allow participants the most accurate and effective experience possible. Interns will be absorbed into a department and will spend the day both working on the essential functions for that area and collaborating with other interns within their area on special projects. SIG’s Education Department will cover key theoretical subjects through a series of lectures offered either during the workday or after hours. After ten weeks spent in a specialized area, interns will spend an eleventh week rotating through other departments of interest, presenting their summer projects to the rest of the intern class, and completing SIG’s final round interviews for full-time employment or successive internships. Coupled with a series of social events including peers, mentors and managers, the summer internship program is an invaluable real-world experience.

Possible Tracks
SIG is currently seeking exceptional candidates for the summer internship program in the following positions:

- **Quantitative Research Associate** - open to PhD candidates only, preferably in mathematics, physics, statistics, or computer science
- **Quantitative Assistant Trader** – open to PhD candidates only, preferably in business, mathematics, science, statistics, computer science or engineering
- **Technical Assistant Trader** - open to all degree types, preferably in computer science or engineering. Strong background in programming required.
- **Investment Banking Analyst** – open to Bachelor’s degree candidates only
- **Venture Capital/Private Equity Analyst** – open to Bachelor’s degree candidates only
- **Technology Associate** – open to all degree levels
- **Operations Associate** – open to all degree levels

Qualifications
All of the positions require that the candidates are entering their final year in academia and possess exceptional analytical, risk management, communication, and interpersonal skills. Through our interviewing process we also verify that candidates are able to apply their skills in a fast-paced and dynamic environment and that they enjoy working as part of a team while having the confidence to act autonomously. Unless otherwise noted, we do not limit our search to particular course of study or experience.

To find out more about individual tracks and additional qualifications, and to apply for our internship program, please visit [www.sig.com](http://www.sig.com).